Introduction
In this paper we discuss the benefits different sensing modalities for cooperative localization by a team of mobile robots. The term cooperative localization describes the technique whereby the members of a team of robots estimate one another's positions [13]. This time of multi-robot exploration strategy is able to compensate for deficiencies in odometry and/or a pose sensor by combining measurements. Herewith we look at how the expressive power of the sensor relates to the quality of the final pose estimates produced by collaborative exploration. A key aspect of collaborative exploration is the use of a sensor (robot tracker) to estimate the pose of a moving robot relative to one or more stationary ones (see section 1.1). Ruthermore, we consider the effects of different robot tracker sensors on the accuracy of localization for a moving robot using only the information from the rest of the robots (as opposed to observations of the environment). This approach results in an open loop estimate (with respect to the entire team) of the moving robot's pose without dependence on information from the environment. The experimental results allow us to examine the effectiveness of cooperative localization and estimate upper bounds on the error accumulation for different sensing modalities. To the extent that limited space permits, we also discuss the advantage of using randomized formation control to move the robots. 
Cooperative Localization
Several different sensors have been employed for the estimation of the pose of one robot with respect to another robot. We restrict our attention to "robot tracker" sensors which return information in the frame of reference of the observing robot (i.e they estimate pose parameters of one robot relative to another robot making the observation). Consequently, for "two-dimensional robots'' in a two dimensional environment, or for robots whose pose can be a p proximated as a combination of 2D position and an orientation, we can express the pose using three measurements; for ease of reference we represent these measurements by the triplet T = [p q5 e], where p is the distance between the two robots, c $ is the angle at which the observing robot sees the observed robot relative to the heading of the observing robot, and B is the heading of the observed robot as measured by the observing robot relative to the heading 0-7803-739&7/02/517.00 W O 0 2 IEEE
Previous Work
Prior work on multiple robots has considered collaborative strategies when the lack of landmarks made localization impossible otherwise ( [4] ). A number of authors have considered pragmatic multi-robot mapmaking. Several existing approaches operate in the sonar domain, where it is relatively straightforward to transform observations from a given PO sition to the frame of reference of the other observers thereby exploiting structural relationships in the data ([lo, 5, 11) . One approach to the fusion of such data is through the use of K h a n Filtering and its extensions ([15, 141 sensors with different levels of accuracy; some are able to estimate accurately the distance between the robots, others the orientation (azimuth) of the observed robot relative to the observing robot and some are able to estimate even the orientation of the observed robot.
Sensing Modalities
As noted above, several simple sensing configurations for a robot tracker are available. For example, simple schemes using a camera allow one robot to observe the other and provide different kinds of positional constraints such as the distance between two robots and the relative orientations.
In this section we consider the effect the group size has on the accuracy of the localization for different classes of sensors. The experimental arrangement of the robots is simulated and is consistent across all the sensing configurations. The robots start in a single line and they move abreast one at a time, first in ascending order and then in descending order for a set number of exchanges. The selected robot moves for 5 steps and after each step cooperative localization is employed and the pose of the moving robot is estimated. Each step is a forward translation by 100cm. Figure 3 presents a group of three robots, after the first robot has finished the five steps and the second robot performs the fifth step. 
where dx = x, -x, and dy = ym -ya.
In pose estimation problems such as uncertainty management can be challenging. In order to estimate the probability distribution function (pdfl of the pose of the moving robot i at time t ( P ( X : ) ) we employ a particle filter (Monte Carlo simulation a p proach: see [7, 3, 111). The weights of the particles (W:) at time t are updated using a Gaussian distribution (see Equation 2 where [pi,Bi,q5JT has been calculated as in Equation 1 but using the pose of a single particle "i" (Xmi) instead of the moving robot pose (L)).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next Section 2 presents some background work. Section 3 contains an analysis and experimental study of the primary different classes of sensory information that can be naturally used in cooperative localization.
Finally, Section 5 presents our conclusions and a brief discussion of future work. One simple sensing method is to return the relative distance between the robots. Such a method has been employed by [6] in the millibots project where an ultra-sound wave was used in order to recover the relative distance. In order to recover the position of one moving robot in the frame of reference of another, at least two stationary robots (that are not collinear with the moving one) are needed thus the minimum size of the group using this scheme is three robots. The distance between two robots can be easily and robustly estimated. In experimental simulations, the distance between every pair of robots was e 5 timated and Gaussian, zero mean, noise was added with up = 2 n regardless the distance between the two robots. Figure 4 presents the mean error per unit distance traveled for all robots, averaged over 20 trials.
As can be seen in Figure 4 with five robots, the positional accuracy is acceptable with an error of 20cm after 40m traveled; for ten robots the accuracy of the localization is very good. 
Azimuth (Angle) Only
Several robotic systems employ an omnidirectional vision sensor that reports the angle at which another robot is seen. This is also consistent with inform% tion available from several types of observing systems based on pan-tilt units. In such cases the orientation at which the moving robot is seen can be recovered with high accuracy. We performed a series of trials using only the angle at which one robot is observed, with groups of robots of different sizes. As can be seen in Figure 5 the accuracy of the localization does not improve as the group size increases. This is not surprising because small errors in the estimated orientation of the stationary robots scale non-linearly with the distance. Thus after a few exchanges the error in the pose estimation is dominated by the error in the orientation of the stationary robots.
To illustrate the implementation of the particle filter, we present here the probability distribution function (pdfi of the pose of the moving robot after one step (see Figure 6 ). The robot group size is three and it is the middle robot R2 that moves. The predicted pdf after a forward step can be seen in the fust sub-figure (6a) using odometry information only; the next two sub-figures (6b,6c) present the pdf updated using the orientation at which the moving robot is seen by a stationary one (first by robot R1 then by robot R3); finally, the sub-figure 6d presents the final pdf which combines the information from odometry and the observations from the two stationary robots. Clearly the uncertainty of the robot's position is reduced with additional observations.
Position Only
Another common approach is to use the position of one robot computed in the frame of reference of another (relative position). This scheme has been employed with two robots (see [l] ) in order to reduce the uncertainty. The range and azimuth information ([p,B] ) is combined in order to improve the pose estimation. As can be seen in Figure ? with three robots the error in pose estimation is relatively small (average error 30cm for 40m distance traveled per robot, or 0.75%). In onr experiments the distance between the two robots was estimated and, as above, zero-mean Gaussian noise was added both to distance and to orientation with up = 2cm and 00 = 0.5" respectively. The experiment was repeated twenty times and the average error in position is shown in Figure 7b for groups of robots of size 3,5,10 and 40. 
Trajectory variation
In this section we outline results regarding the effects of formation control on the accuracy of collaborative exploration -that is, the way the motion pattern of the robots relates to pose errors. In prior work we have considered the geometric optimization of the trajectory of a pair of robots to minimize the effort in covering space, and then estimated the net pose error that accrues.
An alternative viewpoint is to consider the optimization of the robot formation (that is the combination of robot positions) to minimize the accrued pose error. This can be achieved by describing the motion control problem as a variation problem. Unfortunately, an analytical treatment of this problem is both outside the scope of this paper and of limited utility. Instead, we present here a dichotomy between two different classes of formation: the fixed deterministic robot formation described earlier, and a randomized variant of the fixed formation where each robot moves forward according to a stochastic schedule and each robot steps forward by a random step (steprand) following a Gaussian distribution with mean equal to the individual steps of the deterministic algorithm (stepd,t) and standard deviation equal to 10% to the distance traveled:
In 14 simulated trials with 6 robots we have observed mean errors in pose were substantially reduced with randomized formations where the variance of the individual steps was 1/3 the average step size. These results are illustrated in Figure 10 . We believe that this improvement in performance results from the more varies arrangements of the robots when pose estimates are taken. Pose estimation is subject to several geometric degeneracies that can lead to error and by using a randomized motion strategy is appear that these degeneracies are efficiently avoided. extend the uncertainty study for different group configurations and motion strategies. A n interesting extension would be for the robots to autonomously develop a collaborative strategy to improve t h e accuracy of localization. Given a large group of robots, a n estimate of the effects of team size on error accumulation would allow t h e group of be effectively partitioned t o accomplish sub-tasks while retaining a desired level of accuracy in positioning. 
